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Poker History

The game of poker was born in New Orleans in 1890.



It's time for this sport to get trading cards in this world.


Since 1890, Poker is a sport of thought and strategy 


where the players compete against each other in a 


game in which the winner is crowned.



Green and Cowell describe the earliest known form of Poker, played with a


20-card pack (A-K-Q-J-10) evenly dealt amongst four players. There is no draw, and bets are placed on a limited 

number of combinations: one pair, two pair, triplets, 'full' -


called like this because it is the only combination where all five cards are active -


and four of a kind. Unlike classic Poker, in which the top hand (royal flush) can be tied in another suit, the original 

top hand, consisting of four Aces or four Kings and an Ace, was absolutely unbeatable.




 

  

 



Collectable Card History

The first hockey cards were included in 


cigarette packages in 1910.




Only one more set of cigarettes was issued after World War I, 


and that was in the 1924-25 season by Champ's Cigarettes. An 

example of one of the 40 cards issued at the time can be found 


in the biography of Albert Kerr the Ottawa Senator.



 

  

 

Can you imagine if the inventors of trading cards had NFT 

technology back then?





About the Industry

In the Facebook group “Buy-Sell-Trade with Sports Cards”, 30,000 

people post almost 6,000 posts per day.  



Imagine if hockey card creators had the technology of the NFT at 

their disposal, they would have the chance to retain control and 

royalties for all planetary trading of their cards.



Players and player families would have the chance to receive 

lifetime royalties for Collector Trade.



What is NFT? What does NFT stand for?

Non-fungible tokens...


Imagine that with blockchain technology and smart contracts.





That doesn't make it any clearer.



Right, sorry. Basically, an NFT is a digital asset that links 


ownership to unique physical or digital items, such as 


artworks, real estate, music, games, or videos. NFTs are 


considered modern collectibles.



Just imagine what has been traded over the past ten decades 


in the art industry, trading cards, or even items in video games.  



Imagine cards in the NFT World!

Advantages for collector

 Your card will never be damaged

 You can trade your card in a few seconds  

all over the world

 You have access to a marketplace, so you don't have to  

search all over the internet to trade or sell cards

 Live statistics about players synchronized with the card

 With blockchain and smart-contract you get a certificate of  

real and unique ownership.



Imagine cards in the NFT world!

Advantages for the playe

 Revenues and lifetime royaltie

 The most secure and honest contract there is, your  

e-wallet is anchored in the smart contract for life and  

cannot be changed

 Sync with your positive statistics to increase the valuation

 Collectors have access to a marketplace to buy, sell and trade 

their cards.
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NFT based on real statistics 

Season 1 of Full House NFT contains 100 professional  

poker players.



Each player regularly plays live and in online tournaments.


The results of each tournament are stored online in a world  

database to create a ranking of each player in the world of poker. 




 

The value of your NFT owned is based on the player's performance 

in the online and live rounds.
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